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THE LAW FIRM
OF

RAVI BATRA
THE BATRA BUILDING
142 LEXINGTON AVE.
NEw York, NEW YoRK 10016

RAVI@RAVIBATRALAW.COM
FAX: 212-545-0967

212-545-1993

May 6, 2021
H.E. Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India
Re:

"Open Letter" in re as Covid19 'l'sunami ravages India, the need for the "raw truth" of
this lab-created biowarfare agent is now necessary to fabricate more-accurate vaccines
that can disarm the ever-mutating strains of SARS-CoV2, which if not disarmed, this
virulent ever-more deadly mutating-discase can eliminate humanity globally.
-

Honorable P.M. Modi:

As

an un-conflicted American, having migrated from India at the age of seven (7), I spent fourplus years in Hong Kong and learned to love and admire the Chinese culture, although,
Confucius has gotten wiser as I have aged as a happy New Yorker. Your early leadership with a

strong "Lockdown" of India was a global example of government honoring it's duty to protect
the public health. Given the sudden Covid19-mutated strain's tsunami ravaging India, I
write to you, because now, protecting and curing all the people across the world must be
a

Job

1.

It is not a time for political advantage or even seeking compensatory damages, as it is now
becoming clear that this lab-created virus can become an existential threat to humanity globally,
and those who dream of building new empires will have nothing to dominate or rule over.

Instead, India's experience a ycar after we were overwhelmed speaks to a need for an
international all-nations' effort to disarm this biowarfare agent with President Xi's help using a
form of Truth & Reconciliation Commission which grants legal immunity for "whole truth
disclosurc" so scientists can get immediate access to all the creative knowledge, documents and
lab variant-samples about this out-of-control PLA-Lab created weapon. This is much worse than
a nuclear weapons threat, as its out of control, and its infection capability makes every person
and animal on earth vulnerable, and rendering current vaccines potentially ineffective.
-

-

-

-

Disclaimer

As an open disclaimer, I sec life thru an American Lens, given that human follies are well
splashed across the pages of history, am resoundingly certain of American Exceptionalism,
I

structurally embedded in our founding Declaration and Constitution, with each American dutybound to help "form a more perfect union" not shaken, until our insurrection
January 6",

of

-
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I successfully intervened, as
requested by India, in the shameful auction of Mahatma
Gandhi's items in New York and had the items respectfully returned to India; successfully
defended Krittika Biswas' honor and won in every federal court and won the highest award for a
false arrest and for a night in jail an effort was supported in by th now-late great Queens D.A.
Judge Richard Brown, Rep. Gray Ackerman and, most effectively, by Senator Chuck Schumer;
and, inter alia, successfully represented the Indian National Congress and the Hon. Sonia Gandhi
in U.S. Federal courts regarding the painful "1984 Riots" and helped create a legal precedent,
that India, like the United States with infer alia our unconstitutional J Japanese-American
Internment during WWII, has the right to fix her own mistakes without our meddling in her
internal affairs. By so doing, I enhanced the bilateral relationship between our two great nations,
which you later described in your pivotal Joint Address to Congress as "indivisible." That exact

'That

-

I

relationship, I have always seen as our "Joint Destiny," given the pull and push of history: Indian
tea starred in the 1773 Boston Tca Party, and Lord Cornwallis, after losing to General George
Washington, upon arriving as Viceroy of India ordered 5,000 Indian men, women and children be
put to death for his American loss, and proceeded to rule with an "Tron Fist." A Fist that never
unclasped, until Mahatma Gandhi. And, Dr. Ambedkar, Columbia |.aw-educated, authored
India's Constitution, deeply informed by ours from 1787.

During the last decade, my incredible wife, Ranju, then-chair of the Diwali Stamp Project, spent
seven (7) years seeking a United States Postal Service Diwali Stamp, and got help from many
persons, but none more than Rep. Carolyn Maloney, then-Amb. Hardeep Singh Puri, then-ASG
Lakshmi Puri, Rep. Grace Meng, then-Rep. Eliot L. Engel, Rep. Greg Meeks, and inter alia, then
India's New York-based CG Dnyaneshwar M. Mulay who wrote the Official poem for the Diwali
Stamp Project. Indeed, Ranju asked and received from you your support for the Diwali Stamp
during your UNGA visit as she did and received from then-President Obama. Ranju's
achievement was immortal, as the Diwali Stamp successfully dedicated on October 5, 2016 was a
USPS "Forever" stamp, and Ranju made personal history by selling over 170,000 stamps for Day
One, beating Batman, and making the Diwali Stamp #1 in USPS history. Indeed, your 2016
Diwali Message contained a clip of that Stamp Dedication, which serves to enhance our bilateral
relations forever. Indeed, the United Nations has celebrated that achievement with 24 nations
coming together to honor Ranju, and now, Ranju, as chair of the Diwali Foundation USA,
bestows Power of One awards, aka Oscars of Diplomacy, on exceptional world class diplomats
who personify the highest ideals of the United Nations Charter and enhance global peace &
-

-

securily.
More recently, I was invited by then-Chairman Eliot L. Engel of House Foreign Affairs
Committec to testify on October 22, 2019 regarding Kashmir, and inter alia, issued: an apology
for advocating "restraint" after India's November 26" (akin to our 9/11); and India's right to
enact Section 370, and to restore normalcy as soon as public safety was secured. lndeed, on
January 9, 2020, during our historic reception in the actual HFAC Room for strong US-India ties
and celebrating Congress, your distinguished Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla, with
now-Joint Secretary Sandeep Chakrovorty in attendance, showed pictures of a 16-nations' strong
ambassadorial visit to Kashmir carlier that day a fact I celebrated then and there in Congress,
which included, Rep. Brad Sherman and Chairman Eliot L. Engel participating.
-

SARS-CoV2 aka Covid-19 aka Wuhan Virus Case Cracked on April

14, 2020: Lab-Created
With that truncated disclaimer out of the way, and with God's Grace, I and my family survived
-
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Covid19 on or about March 29, 2020. Treating this Virus as a cancer case that I needed to crack,
and after learning biochemistry and epidemiology during an intense effort, I did so, and a year
ago, on April 14, 2020, I wrote a 6-page "Open Letter" to then-President Trump, Speaker Pelosi
and then-Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell ("OL"; copy enclosed, with uniform spelling
of "Wuhan'), and for POTUS, emailed it to a former Marine: Deputy NSA Matt Pottinger at
8:31pm. In the OL, I had the science, the facts, and recommendations, including, bringing our
"supply chains" home. The next day, April 15, 2020, about 1 p.m. the United States opened a
preliminary investigation into inter alia the origin of SARS-CoV2 from PLA-run Wuhan
Virology Lab, and the motives of CCP China in causing its global-spread without sounding a
pandemic-alarm directly or thru the WHO. I remain grateful for the start of the April 15, 2020
"all hands on deck" Investigation. I have since, written an Open Letter to President Joesph R.
Biden Jr. on April 13, 2021 (copy enclosed).
It remains an open sccret that my analysis was and is correct, and that this is a lab-created
Frankenstein that transplanted the "Spike Glycoprotein(S)" ("Spike") from Bats a unique
-

feature in bats, as they are either "cold" or "warm" blooded, and still, warm Bat can procreate
with a cold Bat due to the "Spike." OL at 3. I called "Covid19," aka "WuhanVirus," a Trojan
Ilorse, as its Spike feature does not cause our immune system to sound an alarm upon infection
(and the T-cells remain asleep). Disturbingly, China has not turned over, to this day, the genome
of Patient Zero who was admitted in Wuhan hospital on or about December 1, 2019, while a
different protein string-virus was released on or about December 31, 2019 at the Wuhan Wet
Market. The animal farms about a 1000 miles away from Wuhan, did not experience a Covid19
outbreak, thereby decimating the WHO's coddled-team's report, after a 3-hour chaperoned visit
to the Wuhan Virology lab, falsely asserting a zoonotic virus jump from animal to human.
Natural viruses mutate to become safe and un-hurtful. This Virus is mutating serially, as if
it was a multi-stage ICBM, becoming more and more dangerous as it continues to exist.
a

WHO dishonored its high fiduciary obligations, and did not promptly alert the leaders of every
nation that a pandemic was afoot and ask to lock-down China. President Trump said we were
fighting an invisible cnemy. I disagree. 'The Virus is surely invisible, but this string of protein,
despite its lab-based default programing, has no animus towards us and does not benefit by
causing death and destruction and by my last count, our needlessly dead far exceed our losses at
Pearl] Harbor.
-

Despite Truth-in-Labeling laws, China, run by 100 years' celebrating CCP, has succeeded in
blocking this Virus from being origin-labeled by decming origin-labeling to be racist. But, its not
a fight over labeling.

Only Solution: Disarm Covid19
I now write to you
as my views have changed and evolved as even war will not stop this
mutated-variant's tsunami that is ravaging India from jumping to other nations, even as
-

-

travel restrictions are imposed on India, as we have gotten earlier variants despite best efforts to
block travel. Indeed, re-visiting my prior conversation with China's distinguished Foreign
Minister Wang Yi suggests that while I wanted a Little War in 2017 duc to events in South
China Sea, as lf a stitch in time saves nine (a la nine dashes) whereas he did not, as he clearly
said. FM Wang, I believe, with President Xi's change of heart, can be an asset for a new just and
honorable peace for all: rejuvenate the world.
-

-
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Diplomacy is always needed, even to arrange a surrender to end a war. Now, after India being
ravaged by mutated-variants, with other nations to follow, this ICBM of a virus must be disarmed
ASAP with Biowarfare Codes only China can share. It has been reported that President Xi,
whom I consider to be at least as much an exceptional mastermind as Chairman Mao was, if not
more, has asked his diplomatic corps to unsheathe their swords to be Wolf Warriors a function
or definition that defies diplomacy, even as it weaponizes it.
-

How to Disarm Covid!9 Archbishop Desmond Tutu's TRC
I urge you, as the champion of India's sovereignty and chief protector of her citizens'
public health and safety, as well as a vital member of the "Quad," and SCO, run by a dear
friend Dr. Vladimir Norov as its Secretary General, to change our geopolitical matrix from
competitive, adversarial and crime and punishment, to a restorative formula from South
Africa's Archbishop Desmond Tutu's Truth & Reconciliation Commission so we can
move forward collectively as human family, and disarm this Virus of an ICBM.
-

-

a

South Africa was critical in MKG becoming a Mahatma. Perhaps, if you can get President Xi to
share "nuclear codes" of this virus-ICBM to disarm it, more than Nobel Peace prizes will be
awarded; prayers and blessings of humanity across India and the globe will follow for saving
millions of people, who will otherwise continue to die from this ever-mutating Death Virus. India
has a reputation throughout many millennia of being the land of peace. China is currently
President of the UNSC, charged with enhancing global peace & security. If you can get
President Xi to join you in peace-building the future, the "Rejuvenation" he seeks, will come
with Confucius' ultimate blessed wish: "May you live in boring times."
y;

vi B

Encl:

April 14, 2020 Open Letter to POTUS 'Thump, an
April 13, 2021 Open Letter to POTUS Biden, et al

C:

H.E. Joseph R. Biden, Jr., President of the United States of America
H.E. Nancy Pelosi, Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives
H.E. Chuck Schumer, Majority Leader, U.S. Senate
Leadcr Addison Mitchell McConnell, Jr., Leader Kevin McCarthy, Whip Liz Chaney,
HFAC Chairman Greg W. Meeks, Ranker McCall, Chair Carolyn B. Maloney, Ranker
Jim Jordan, SFRC Chairman Bob Menandez, Ranker Risch, Secretary Anthony Blinken,
Secretary Lloyd J. Austin Il], NSA Jake Sullivan, FM Wang Yi, Amb. Zhang Jun.
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